Many mobile and wireless devices are connecting to the Internet nowadays, among them, mobile phones and PDAs are the most popular ones. Thus, in this paper, we will focus on how to develop embedded software running on the two devices by using design patterns and Java based software components. Notably, some components may be used directly in an embedded software system, whereas most components must be specialized prior to reuse. Developers have to identify the variation points on these components. In order to develop a reusable embedded software system, we will identify several variation points with some variants, and introduce some useful design patterns for implementing variation points. Consequently, we can customize an embedded software system just through attaching variants on corresponding variation point in our system.
Introduction
In recent years, computer chips have become faster and smaller. People begin to embed these chips into devices to control many applications we use; this is why these devices are mostly called embedded devices. As a consequence, the controlling software and the controlled applications are called embedded software. These embedded devices include wireless devices, such as mobile phones, PDA, and twoway pagers; as well as consumer electronics, such as set top boxes and screen phones. The main concept of these embedded wireless devices is to extend the computing environment to our business and personal life with mobility. With these embedded wireless devices, our life will become more digitalized and mobilized as shown in Fig. 1 . In addition to embedding chips into these devices, another important issue is how to connect all these devices through the network, so that various resources can be shared among these devices. In other words, our goal is to create the contents once, and provide synchronized service to any devices, at anytime, from anywhere, over any networks.
Embedded devices usually have their private operating systems and hardware design, which results in difficulties when we want to integrate these devices. Without a unified solution for developing applications on these devices, developers will need to use different programming languages for different devices. How to make applications execute across various wireless platforms will be a critical issue. As a result, Sun Microsystems have developed a small version of Java to apply to small devices, which is called Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME). The J2ME can be used in the development of mobile devices and information appliances application. We will address J2ME in detail in Sec. 3 .
WAP is another important wireless technology closely related to J2ME [1] . One crucial problem of WAP is that WAP users can only navigate simplified information in a monochrome picture with a high cost of the Internet connection and unfamiliar operating surface. From a business viewpoint, WAP technology cannot solve all the problems facing mobile commerce. First, since all information is provided from servers, WAP needs continuous network connection to servers in order to fetch the data. This is a serious drawback because not only the infrastructure of the mobile environment is not good enough, the connection cost is also a serious problem. J2ME seems to provide a solution. It allows application developers to create different kinds of applications on various embedded devices. In J2ME specification, Java phones can dynamically download applications from servers, which means mobile applications can be made as components for downloading. This downloadable component will make mobile devices become more expandable too. Enterprises can develop their own business applications in the forms of mobile software components, then users of the enterprise services can download and run the software component on Java phones on the fly.
Software reuse allows us to solve a problem once and reuse the solution any time we face a similar problem. When we build several related application systems, we usually create several different models. As we can improve the reusability, we can build application from components rather than developing each application from scratch. The term "component" refers to an element of a development model that meets two criteria: it is loosely coupled to other elements and it promises to be reusable. A component is a piece of software that has been engineered to be reusable. Generally, a single component is not used alone but in conjunction with related components. We group these related components into systems, called component systems.
In this paper, we will introduce how to utilize J2ME technology to develop a mobile enterprise environment based on various design patterns and component software. The design patterns we are using in this paper are property container, strategy, decorator, and model-view-controller. The component technology we are using is J2ME. J2ME's component programming includes the Spotlet programming for PDA, and the MIDlet programming for Java phone. In addition, along with the XML, J2ME can also provide the XMIDlet programming for dynamic downloading and execution of XML-based applications for PDA and Java phones.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will present some of the work related to design patterns and component software. Section 3 will address what is J2ME technology and how to program it. Section 4 will present the multitier software architecture for our mobile enterprise systems. Section 5 will address the design patterns for variants, which allows different users with various mobile devices to access different enterprise services. Finally, we conclude this paper with our future research in Sec. 6.
Related Work
Running a business today is more competitive than ever before. Lots of businesses are facing similar pressures, such as market competition, reduction of costs and development time etc. Thus, they try to improve performance and control costs to remain competitive. A suitable software system that supports a business can achieve this objective to a certain degree. Although lots of business systems had been used for a long time, most existing software systems or components are not well-structured and designed for reuse. As soon as business requirements change, their system may become inadequate for the business. Eventually, the business is forced to develop a new software system from scratch again. Clearly, we do not want to develop a new business system whenever business requirement is changed. Moreover, the software systems must be able to reflect the increased complexity effectively. The existing systems are required to be easily extended and reused in order to add new or change existing behaviors. We can improve the reusability of our business system towards the above problem through building system from reusable components. At first, software system must be developed for reuse and developed with reusability [2] . Some components may be used directly, but most components must be specialized before reuse. Therefore, the developers have to identify and implement the variability on these components, which are expressed at variation points on them.
Frequently, software developers are facing the some problems again and again. However, there is no need to find a new solution each time. Instead, the developers will probably recall a similar problem they have encountered, and reuse the solution design to solve the new problem [3] . Perhaps, they can just find some other existing patterns, extend or refine these solutions to fit their needs. The solution will be customized to meet the special conditions of particular needs. Each pattern describes a problem, which occurs over and over again in our environment, and they describe the core solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same way twice. In general, design patterns are the results of experienced modelers. They make it easier for developers to reuse successful design. Once you understand how the problem was solved using a particular design pattern, when you encounter a similar problem next time, you will understand the solution quickly.
The Gang of Four [4] had summarized 23 design patterns and a catalog of these patterns. This pattern catalog serves as a common vocabulary for the developers. They are application and language independent. Every pattern provides a predefined set of components, roles and relationships between them. Software developers can improve the speed and quality of their design by using design patterns because every design pattern was already verified strictly. In addition, design patterns also provide a high-level language that allows for effective and efficient communication.
Design patterns can be categorized into two distinct types, static and extensible [5] . Static patterns are design patterns that do not allow easy extension. Extensible design patterns are designed to allow the functionality of the applications to change even at run-time. In other words, it is possible to change the system behaviors at system run-time by adding objects or classes at run-time. Extensible design patterns are used frequently in a framework. A framework is a system that can be customized, specialized or extended to provide more specific, appropriate capabilities, for example, IBM SanFrancisco framework [6] [7] [8] , WebObjects [9] etc. These patterns are used as extension points or hot spots from which the application system developer can use or extend the functionality of the frameworks. The hot spots are flexible elements, allowing developers to extend the framework to specific application requirements. The frozen spots are relative to hot spots; they are software already coded to be reused.
Note that many well-known design patterns can be used for implementing various variation points. In addition to expressing the variability of components by defining possible variation points, we will introduce some design patterns for implementing the variation points identified in our mobile enterprise systems.
J2ME Programming
Sun Microsystems have recognized that one size of program does not fit all; thus Sun classifies Java technology into three editions -Java 2 enterprise edition (J2EE), Java 2 standard edition (J2SE), and Java 2 micro edition (J2ME). Each edition aims at a specific area of today's computing industries. J2EE is designed for enterprise server side development; J2SE is designed for desktop computing development; and J2ME is designed for consumer electronics and embedded systems. All editions have their own Java virtual machine and optimized class libraries according to their target industries.
J2SE implements all features defined in Java 2 specification, while J2EE and J2ME are both based on J2SE. J2SE is specified for the markets of well-established desktop computing development. J2SE supports all kernel classes and type libraries, and is used to develop client-side Java applications and Java Applets. J2EE is a superset of J2SE whose target is on enterprise application development. J2EE focuses on enterprise applications, which can be characterized with three elementsrobust application deployment, interoperability with legacy systems, and enhanced component-based development. J2ME focuses on the consumer electronics and embedded devices, but does not support all Java features. We will address J2ME in detail in the following subsections.
Configurations and profile in J2ME
J2ME is designed to be a layered structure platform [12, 13] . Its architecture is modular and scalable so that it can support all kinds of consumer and embedded devices on demand. To enable this, J2ME provides a range of virtual machine technologies, and each is optimized for the different processor types and memory size.
For low-end and resource-limited devices, J2ME defines a minimal configuration of JVM and Java API that just fit the essential capabilities of each kind of device. When device manufacturers develop new features, or service providers develop new applications on these devices, the minimal configurations can be expanded with additional API or with a richer complement of JVM features. To achieve this goal, two essential concepts, configuration and profile, are defined by J2ME.
Configuration defines a minimum platform of a horizontal category or grouping of devices, each with similar requirements in terms of total memory limitation and processing power. A configuration defines the minimum Java class libraries and virtual machine which device manufacturers or service providers can expect to be available on all devices of the same category. In this paper, we focus on CLDC, which stands for Connected Limited Device Configuration. CLDC is for devices with limited connection capability, such as PDAs and mobile phone.
A profile addresses the specific demands of a certain vertical market segment or device family. The main goal of a profile is to guarantee interoperability within a certain vertical device family or domain by defining a standard Java platform for that market. Profiles typically include class libraries that are far more domainspecific than the class libraries provided in a configuration. In this paper, we focus on MIDP, which stands for Mobile Information Device Profile [14, 15] .
In J2ME, an application is written for a particular profile, and a profile is based upon or extends a particular configuration. Thus, all of the features of a configuration are automatically included in the profile and may be used by applications written for that profile. In its simplest terms, a configuration is a contract between a profile implementer and a device's Java virtual machine. The virtual machines of all the devices in the market segment agree to implement all the features defined in the configuration. The profile implementers agree to use only those features defined in the configuration. Thus, portability is achieved between the profile and the devices served by that configuration. New devices can take advantage of existing profiles, and new profiles can be installed on existing devices, too. At the implementation level, a profile is defined simply as a collection of Java APIs and class libraries that reside on top of a specified configuration and that provide the additional domain-specific capabilities for devices in a specific market segment.
Although J2ME defines a lot of profiles, MIDP is the only profile having reference implementation. However, many third parties MIDP SDK have been developed. If we want to develop a Java program on PDA, the only solution now is to use CLDC reference implementation because the PDA profile is still under revision. J2ME's virtual machine (KVM) technology is a compact and portable Java virtual machine designed for small and resource-constrained devices [16] . The "K" in KVM stands for "kilo". It was so named because its memory is measured in kilobytes (whereas desktop systems are measured in megabytes). The high-level design goal for the KVM technology is to create a small but complete Java virtual machine that can maintain all the essential aspects of the Java language, and also can run on resource constrained devices with only a few hundred kilobytes of total memory. The actual role of KVM technology can vary significantly in different target devices. In some implementations, the KVM technology is used on top of an existing native software stack to give the device the ability to download and run dynamic, interactive, secure Java content on the device. In some other implementations, the KVM technology is used at a lower level to implement also the lower level system software and applications of the device in the Java programming language. Several At the present time, the KVM and CLDC technologies are closely related. CLDC technology runs only on top of KVM technology, and CLDC technology is the only configuration supported by KVM technology. However, over time it is expected that CLDC technology will run on other J2ME virtual machine implementations and that the KVM technology may support other configurations as they are defined. Besides, KVM does not contain user interface related class libraries. This is another design issue, because different devices may have different input/output. It is not necessary to put user interface related class library into KVM package. So KVM can run on different devices with minor changes.
MIDP programming
MIDP is a second reference implement in J2ME technology. This profile is targeted at cellular phones and two-way pagers. The MIDP application is call MIDlet application, which is very similar to Applet, and having similar application life cycle, MIDlet's life cycle can be divided into three stages -Start: to acquire resources and start. Pause: to release resources and become quiescent (wait). Destroy: to release all resources, destroy threads and end all activity.
MIDlet applications are usually built as MIDlet suite. An MIDlet suite is a compressed file (jar format), containing all necessary class libraries and related resources that are needed to execute a MIDlet application, such as icons and images (png format). The jar file also contains a description file called Manifest.MF. The Manifest contains the following information: name, version, vendor, jar-URL, and jar-size. In addition to develop the jar file, MIDlet development system also automatically generates a description file (in jad format) for each MIDlet application. The description file contains information regarding file size, application support environment, and application location URL, in which this information can be used to help client devices distinguish whether the device support MIDlet application.
The procedure to download a MIDlet suite can be divided into four steps: Client requests for a MIDlet suite from servers; Client downloads the jad description to client device, and check if there is enough execution environment for this MIDlet suite; If pass the verifier, client downloads the MIDlet suite into the device, then activates and executes it on client device. For security reason, there is a special component in the MIDP suite named Java application manager (JAM), which is designed and implemented by native language to control all MIDlet actions. Because MIDlet suites can neither communicate with each other nor share resources, JAM needs to maintain the life cycle of all MIDlet suites.
3.3. XML parser for small devices J2ME specification defines that all MIDP devices need to support HTTP protocol. This causes difficulty to MIDP devices to retrieve information in a mixed page because HTTP is a request-response protocol, and the data transfer between client and server is in Web page format. A solution is to define a clear and simple data presentation method such as XML. But the problem of adopting traditional XML parsers directly to small devices is that theses small devices usually contain only hundreds of kilobytes of memory, it is not possible to put a megabytes level XML parser on it [17, 18] . The solution is to rewrite a XML parser specially designed for small devices. Because of the size constraint, the new parser may drop some features that standard XML specification defined, such as DTD support [19] . Nevertheless, the size of XML parse is not the only issue, the memory limitation of small devices is another issue which needs to be considered. Because XML parser will dynamically allocate extra memory when it loads an XML document, it is very likely that the need for extra memory may exceed the device memory limitation.
Export enterprise service to mobile devices
Because J2ME devices only support HTTP protocol at this time, there is no other way to export an enterprise service to those devices except by using Servlet or JSP as a service proxy. J2ME devices may not be able to access enterprise resource directly such as accessing back-end database, or Enterprise Java Bean (EJB), but it can access these services through service proxy written by Servlet and JSP.
There is another approach to export service to J2ME devices. It is called Jini surrogate architecture [20, 21, 22] . The Jini surrogate architecture is designed for those devices, which cannot execute a complete Jini environment and let them connect to a Jini network. But the current stage of Jini surrogate architecture is for J2ME devices with CDC configuration, such as set-top box, and screen phones, which has persistent network connection.
Use persistence refresh as push mechanism
Even though the Java environment does not provide push mechanism, J2ME can utilize thread mechanism to emulate a short message service. Developers can use a low priority thread as a background message receiver to get messages from servers. For example, to make commercial advertisements appear on mobile devices, we could use an advertisement rotator thread designed specifically for fetching and displaying advertisement.
Nevertheless, it is important to have a real push mechanism in a mobile environment. The current process of the mobile environment tends to use a short message service to activate a Java phone application and fetches the message from the server. Even though short message service has many limitations, such as it can only transfer text to client and the length of a short message is no longer than 153 characters, it is still the most frequently used mechanism to implement push mechanism in most enterprises.
Data synchronization on mobile devices
It is important to make all devices access the same data at the same time, thus a data synchronization mechanism is needed for this purpose. The current open standard of data synchronization is SyncML, which was defined by global leading telecom companies and software vendors such as Nokia, IBM, and Microsoft. Because SyncML is too complex to be used in our case, we have defined our own data synchronization mechanism with XML document tags. Our system uses this mechanism not only to synchronize data but also to communicate to the servers. When J2ME applications need to make synchronization to back-end server, it will first activate a sync agent to collect the synchronized data in XML format and send it to the servers. The sync agent which stays on the servers will receive the synchronized data via HTTP request body, it will parse the data and update the back-end database, then collect the data needed to be synchronized back to the client device. The sync agent receives data from a response body, parses the data and updates the RMS on the device, then completes the synchronization process.
Multi-Tier Software Architecture for Mobile Enterprise Systems
The Internet has changed the whole business environment around the world. The buyers can get the lowest price in a few seconds and the sellers can do their business globally. Today's business environment is integrated into a global market. Today people can trade with each other around the world without geographical boundaries. Customers can browse and purchase products through Web browsers at home. When enterprise receives the purchase order from customers, they will confirm the order information and pass it to their warehouse for post processing. In warehouse support system, the online packages use proper delivery method to send products to the customer's address. In recent years, mobile Internet and mobile devices grow up very fast. One of the most successful devices is WAP enabled mobile phone. WAP gives phone users another way to connect to the Internet. As shown in Fig. 2 , a shopping center provides WML content format to support WAP enabled mobile devices.
Mobile commerce to mobile enterprise
The Java enabled phone is another smart phone with local computing, persistence storage, and other features [23, 24] . As shown in Fig. 3 , we can develop different kinds of applications for different roles of users. Customers can use a Java phone to browse and purchase products and they can save preferred products information to their phones. Each type of employee in an enterprise can also use proper J2ME applications to replace desktop programming. For example, it is not convenient for warehouse workers to record stock quantity and package order products information through desktop computers due to the lack of mobility. Another approach is to use Web pad or PDA for stock checking or other jobs. 
Software architecture
In this paper, we will use a mobile enterprise system to illustrate all the techniques which we used. The mobile enterprise system is developed under J2EE and J2ME technologies with multi-tier software architecture as shown in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 5 , the roles of users in this mobile enterprise system include customers, employees and system administrators. Customers can purchase or browse products on virtual stores through Web browsers and Java phone. We also simulate an enterprise to provide employees several services in employee-support systems, such as check inventory for warehouse and sales. The system administrator can use system management to maintain product information. 
MIDlet based client tier
We have developed three MIDlet applications in client tier -virtual store, employee support system, and system management system. Since most mobile phone, which support MIDP specification also support HTTP protocol, we choose to connect client and server through HTTP protocol, and the data exchange format between client and server is based on XML. Since HTTP is a request-response communication protocol, we cannot transfer our data to servers by socket or UDP protocol. The only way to exchange data between client and server is to use request and post method. In the system, we defined our own data format for data synchronization which we have addressed before.
XML and J2EE based middle tier
We choose J2EE architecture as our middle tire [25] [26] [27] [28] , and use JRun application server enterprise edition as our application server. All mobile enterprise applications are stored on the application server. We used JSP and Servlet technology to develop Web sites and used nanoXML parser to generate and parse XML documents. We also put the MIDlet applications on the server repository for downloading. Until now there is no dynamic download mechanism for MIDlet installation. If we want to demonstrate the application, we need to download it from the server manually and activate it by using a Java Phone emulator, or save the application to a real Java phone by using RS232 cable.
SQL based EIS tier
We use SQL Server 7.0 as our EIS (Enterprise Information System) tier database. The JDBC driver which we used is version 2.0 and can setup from JRun management console. A client can get data by requesting for information from server side data generator; the generator retrieves data and package it into a XML document, then respond to the client. The client device will parse the XML document and save it for later use. Even though this is a better way compared with WAP approach, it is still expensive in terms of mobile communication; we can further reduce the cost by downloading the data once, save it to persistence storage for multiple use unless the data needs synchronization. We will discuss each sub-system of the mobile enterprise in the following section.
System Implementation with Design Patterns
By using design patterns for variants, we try to find variation points from use cases. Our design principle is to allow different roles of users with various mobile devices to access different enterprise services based on their login identification accordingly.
Lots of design patterns can encapsulate various types of changes. We are going to describe several design patterns that will be used in our system. The design patterns are selected according to different types of variation points, such as varied user roles, system functionalities, device presentations, object behaviors and so on. Many useful design patterns have been identified in the past. In this paper, we build our mobile enterprise system primarily by utilizing several well-known design patterns: property container, strategy, decorator, and model-view-controller.
The property container design pattern
The property container is developed by IBM SanFrancisco design patterns [6] , which is used when businesses need to accommodate the requirements of diverse requirements. When business requirement changes and some object behaviors must vary, we need a solution that will add business properties dynamically without affecting current existing objects.
Fox example, in our mobile enterprise system, we need to extend mobile capability to allow managers to verify sales orders over a Java phone. This addition should not affect the existing verification procedure directly over the Web. By using property container, any new capability is added as a property. The business object must implement an interface, "Property Container", for the dynamic addition of properties. The property and property container have a loosely coupled relationship. We can retrieve the property of a specific business object from a property container by specifying its property name. Particularly, the business object does not need to have knowledge of the attached property. The advantage of using the property container pattern is that it provides a flexible way to dynamically extend an instance of a business object with attributes or relationships to other specific business object. It allows the business system to have better flexibility and can be changed easily without affecting existing business objects.
The strategy design pattern
"The Gang of Four" develops the strategy design pattern [4, 6] . Lots of business policies are implemented in a business system -sometimes, we may need to define a set of business policies, encapsulate each one, and allow them to be changed easily. Usually, it is difficult to add a new strategy or vary an existing one for the changing business situations. We must provide the flexibility for varying these business policies.
For example, in our mobile enterprise system, we have lots of business strategies which need to be exchanged easily, such as different commercial advertisement strategies over different devices. A web screen allows a full range of rich media for commercial advertising, but Java phone may only allow for text due to the limitation of screen size, memory and connection bandwidth. By using the strategy design pattern, the strategy and context objects interact to implement the chosen business policy. A context object forwards requests from its clients to its strategy counterpart. By isolating the business strategy in a separate class, we could introduce a new policy in our system. By the way, each variation policy has to implement the same interface. The strategy pattern lets the policy vary independently from the business object affected by it [6] . It allows easy customization of changing business policy. The client of the policy does not need to know which algorithm is being used. Therefore, we can vary the strategy independently of its context, making it easier to change and extend.
Decorator design pattern
"The Gang of Four" develops the Decorator Design Pattern [4] . Sometimes, we want to add responsibilities to a specific object dynamically and transparently without affecting other objects. The decorator object forwards requests to the component and may perform a specific kind of decoration before or after forwarding the request. Transparency allows nest decorators recursively, thereby allowing an unlimited number of added responsibilities.
Fox example, in our mobile enterprise system, if a sales order is canceled, the sales need to do an extra request to forward this cancellation to his/her manager if the sales order had been sent to the manger for approval. The decorator pattern provides a more flexible way to modify the behavior of individual objects without having to create a new class. It also allows us to attach additional responsibilities to an object dynamically.
Model-view-controller design pattern
The MVC pattern is developed by Trygve Reenskaug and introduced to the SmallTalk environment [3] . For the development of a large business system, a suitable architecture is needed. When we develop a business system, some objects are used for presentation, while others may be some objects which need to persist. The traditional client/server architecture lacks scalability and maintainability. The Model-View-Controller pattern (MVC) divides a system into three components. The model contains the core functionality and data. Views display information to the users. Controllers handle user input. The separation of model, view, and controller enables developers to exchange the view and controller objects of a model.
For example, as shown in Fig. 5 , the multi-tier software architecture of our mobile enterprise is built based on the MVC design pattern.
Variation point for mobile virtual store system
In our mobile virtual store system, customers can browse product database information and purchase products offline. If connection is online when customers browse a product, the system will create a thread specifically responsible for retrieving advertisement information. Based on the use cases shown in Fig. 6 , we have identified four variation points, which are "Register", "Shopping", "Login", and "AD Rotator".
Take the variation point of "AD Rotator" for example: it has three variants, one is a scenario for Web screen, one is a scenario for PDA, and one is a scenario for Java phone. The variant of the Web screen is to show the whole information of the advertisement, including advertisement URL, advertisement image, and advertisement text as shown in Fig. 7 . Due to the screen size of the Java phone, the variant of Java phone is to show only the text of the advertisement on top of the Java phone screen as shown in Fig. 8 . The left and right sides of Fig. 8 is a Nokia emulator and a Sun J2ME toolkits emulator, respectively. Take the variation point of "Shopping" for example; it also has three variants, one is a scenario for Web screen, one is a scenario for PDA, and one is a scenario for Java phone. The variant of Java phone is to save connection cost by browsing and shopping products offline. We download all product information from server and store on the Java phone, customers can browse and purchase just as what they can do on the Web screen, the only difference is that all jobs are executed offline. When customers want to check out, the system will first ask to connect the Internet and post the product list from the shopping cart to server in order to complete the purchase. In case of out of stock, the system will check if that product can be replenished. If the product cannot be replenished, the system sends response to the customers that the product is out of stock or not for selling right now. Figures 9 and 10 show the shopping cart information on Web browser and Java phone, respectively. 
Variation point for mobile employee support system
The Employee Support system helps an enterprise to manage the order process and warehouse inventory checking. It also provides several useful MIDlet applications for different employees to use. The manager and salesman can use a personal center application to manage his jobs and access the company's bulletin board. Warehouse workers can use the application to check inventory quantity and synchronizes to the back-end server. It also uses the XML documents for data exchange and synchronization format. Because there are many kinds of employees in an enterprise, we have identified a variation point of "Employee", which has three variation points: "manager", "sales", and "warehouse worker". The variation point of "manager" is responsible for verifying purchase orders and checking customers' orders. The variation point of "sales" needs the inventory information and company's yellow page. The variation point of "warehouse worker" is responsible for inventory checking and product packaging. It is difficult to make all employees use desktop computers for their jobs, especially for those who need high mobility. Thus, we have analyzed each employee's job feature and determine if he/she needs a mobile device to help his/her job. Figure 11 shows the use case diagram of an employee support system. We will implement a personal center and provide applications, such as address book, memo, date book, and to-do list in order to help employees organize their jobs.
Conclusions and Future Research
In this paper, we have presented how to utilize J2ME technology to develop embedded software for wireless devices such as PDA and Java phone; we also constructed a mobile enterprise environment based on various design patterns and component software. The design patterns which we are using in this paper are property container, strategy, decorator, and model-view-controller. The component technologies we are using are J2ME technology. J2ME's components programming includes the Spotlet programming for PDA, and the MIDlet programming for Java phone. In addition, along with the XML, J2ME also provide the XMIDlet programming for dynamic downloading and execution of XML-based applications for PDA and Java phones.
When life becomes mobilized, it will not be uncommon to connect various wireless devices, no matter they are desktop computers, PDAs, pagers, WAP phones, Java phones, or other wireless devices. In our future research, we will focus our efforts on making these wireless devices more "intelligent". That is, to put agent programs into all these devices to help process human daily routines, or move to other devices to communicate with other agents.
